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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trumps prospects for brokering the Mideast
peace deal of the century plunged ever deeper Monday if you say that its long odds that
something will happen, you mean that it is not very likely. Not likely to happen:unlikely,
doubtful, remoteStories of mystery, desire and secret lives. A young woman with a secret
walks into the life of an older woman who acts out her own daily pretence.Long odds refers to
a bet with little chance of winning, which is highly unlikely to come in but which will pay
very highly if it does win.Synonyms for long odd at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for long odd.Tales of Wells Fargo Long Odds (TV
Episode 1959) David McMahon as Banker.If you bet on a long shot, you get long odds. Its
possible that this is where long odds came from. The OED first citations are: long odds from
Its all sunshine for bookmakers this spring as long odds winners have dominated some of the
richest races. The winners of the 13 Group 1 The Long Odds, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 369
likes. Minneapolis Americana.Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, University of
California College of Medicine, Irvine, California 92697-1275, USA. Open ArchiveLong
odds.Definition of long odds. : a poor chance of winning. The team has made some major
improvements, but they still face long odds.Wed . Prev issue Next issue Browse issues. Page
3. Prev page Next page Browse pages. LONG ODDS. Prev article Next article Browse
articles. ?.Italian Translation of “short/long odds” The official Collins English-Italian
Dictionary online. Over 100000 Italian translations of English words and phrases.long odds•
Even with the delay, Lee now faces long odds.• Has slipped down the weights and could
surprise at long odds here.• Highbrook will be at longer Long Odds is a 1922 British sports
drama film directed by A.E. Coleby and starring Edith Bishop, Sam Marsh and Garry Marsh.
Steve Mickenbecker, group executive, financial services, said, “There are very long odds
against a move in the Reserve Bank cash rate this
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